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Childhood invites articles on
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Manuscript
Submissions
Full manuscript submission
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Childhood
Published in association with the
Norwegian Centre for Child Research
Childhood is a major interdisciplinary forum for research
relating to children in contemporary global society that
spans divisions between geographical regions, disciplines,
social and cultural contexts, and applied and basic
research.
Interdisciplinary Scholarship
Childhood publishes articles, reviews and scholarly
comment on theoretical issues which aim to foster
increased awareness and understanding of the research
on children’s culture, economics, language, health and
social networks, with an emphasis on their rights and
position in society. Each issue of the journal draws on
work from a variety of disciplines concerned with the
study of children and childhood including sociology, health
studies, anthropology, cultural studies, social policy and
welfare, history, economics, education, psychology and
development studies.
International in Scope
Childhood is a truly international journal. A dynamic team
of editors from the United States, Norway, the United
Kingdom, The Netherlands and Finland have brought
together an impressive list of scholars and researchers
from around the world.
For further information please contact the Editorial
Office at:
Karin Ekberg, Managing Editor, Childhood Editorial Office,
Norwegian Centre for Child Research, Norwegian University
of Science and Technology, N-7491 Trondheim, Norway
Email: karin.ekberg@svt.ntnu.no
Phone: +47 73 59 62 44/40
Fax: +47 73 59 62 39
Thomson Scientific (formerly ISI) Journal Citation
Reports®
2006 Ranking:
24/58 in Social Sciences, Interdisciplinary
2006 Impact Factor: 0.623

Electronic
Access
Childhood is available
electronically on SAGE
Journals Online:
http://chd.sagepub.com
Contents alerts,
tables of contents and
abstracts are available
free of charge. Full-text
access to the journal
is available to faculty
members, students and
other authorized users
at institutions with a
combined print and
electronic or electroniconly subscription.

SAGE
Full-Text
Collections
This journal is included
in the Sociology: SAGE
Full-Text Collection.
Visit
www.sagefulltext.com
for more information.
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Fate: Reproduction in
traumatic times
Jessaca B. Leinaweaver
and Claudia Fonseca
• Scarcity and Surplus:
Shifting regimes of
childhood in Nicaragua
Sheila R. Tully
• The Responsibility Dance:
Creating neoliberal
children
Gerald Cradock
• She’s from a ‘Good
Family’: Performing
childhood and motherhood
in a Canadian private
school setting
Virginia Caputo
• The Sociology of
Childhood as Scientific
Communication:
Observations from a social
systems perspective
Michael King

• Paths To Participatory
Autonomy: The meanings
of work for children in
Germany
Beatrice Hungerland,
Manfred Liebel, Anja
Liesecke, and Anne
Wihstutz
• The Ambiguity of the
Child’s ‘Voice’ in Social
Research
Sirkka Komulainen
• What the Camera
Sees and from Whose
Perspective: Fun
methodologies for
engaging children in
enlightening adults
Tina Cook
and Else Hess
• Children’s Life Paths
Through Preschool and
School: Letting youths
talk about their own
childhood – theoretical
and methodological
conclusions
Tullie Torstenson-Ed
• Researching Children and
Fashion: An embodied
ethnography
Christopher Pole

Editors
For full editorial board
details please visit
http://chd.sagepub.com
• Editors
Virginia Morrow
Institute of Education,
University of London,
Olga Nieuwenhuys
University of
Amsterdam,
Jens Qvortrup
Norwegian Centre for
Child Research and
Barrie Thorne
University of California
• Review Editor
Leena Alanen
University of Jyvaskyla,
Finland
• Managing Editor
Karin Ekberg
Norwegian Centre for
Child Research
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